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The design process for large systems, e.g., industrial plants, involves large 

multi-disciplinary teams. Since each discipline has its own specialised 

concerns, the common thread is describing the functional requirements of 

an artefact. In the oil and gas industry, Engineering, Procurement & Con-

struction (EPC) companies are responsible for designing industrial plants 

whose later use requires exchange of information which is often based on 

different formats and leads to huge costs due to interoperability overhead. 

One contender in this space is the ISO15926 standard used for industrial 

design data interchange. We examine several challenges the standard poses 

for the conceptual and detailed design phases, and provide an alternative 

framework grounded on a firm ontological foundation incorporating ad-

vanced modelling concepts such as multi-level models and roles that pro-

vide a basis for the effective development of meta-model mappings, a nov-

el approach for organisations needing to map to ISO15926. 

Introduction 

The ISO15926 standard is a data management standard being developed to 

facilitate the integration of data in support of the life-cycle activities and 

processes of process plants. Its main current use is for design data docu-

mentation in EPC companies. The focus of this paper is Part 2 of the 

standard (ISO15926-2), a generic data model defined in STEP and OWL. 

Although Part 2 has been suggested as a universal upper ontology, it has 

been shown that it suffers from significant shortcomings such as termino-
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logical confusions that make it difficult to understand and apply [1]. Due 

to its complexity, it is not always evident how ISO15926 is intended to be 

used as a data model, hence the need for Templates for data exchange. For 

design, particularly from the conceptual design to the detailed design 

phase, the use of ISO15926 is extremely challenging. To the best of our 

knowledge, no tool exists that guides users in an intuitive way for creating 

representations of design descriptions. 

We argue that the ISO15926 treatment of standard design notions such 

as function (“role”) or mereology (“part-of”) is not sufficiently defined, 

leading to increased complexity and reduced functionality when develop-

ing design descriptions. The fusion of the ontological and data model as-

pects into the one model makes it challenging to introduce new modelling 

elements and results in a large complex model. We introduce a novel com-

bination of techniques by making our ontology multilevel aware through 

the techniques developed in the Software Engineering domain by Atkinson 

et al. [2], providing a cleaner separation of concerns, and permitting effec-

tive use of constraints for the purposes of developing mappings between 

our ontology and ISO15926. We also incorporate a more principled notion 

of roles and show how these conceptual notions benefit design through a 

more rigorous ontological account, leading to a more concise representa-

tion. We perform a comparative evaluation between models produced by 

our approach to the models produced using ISO15926 by examples, begin-

ning with a conceptual model representing a generic process design into a 

plant model, and demonstrate how we can use our modelling principles to 

support the semi-automated construction of executable mappings between 

our ontology and ISO15926. 

Our approach uses the notion of ontological support for design process-

es as described in [3], including the notion of semantic interoperability 

“due to the introduction of meta-models that serve as a linking element be-

tween different design disciplines”. We are currently in the process of em-

ploying this capability in an engineering pilot (known as “Oil and Gas In-

teroperability Pilot” or simply “OGI Pilot” among the participants) that 

aims at the automated provision of operational systems from the infor-

mation produced in design. This is referred to as “digital handover” from 

EPC to O&M (Operations & Maintenance) companies [4],[5]. 

The next section discusses the issues with use of the ISO15926 data 

model. This is followed by introducing the modelling concepts in our 

framework. We then develop a set of modelling examples focusing on both 

the conceptual and detailed design phases that show how we reconcile 

these differences, leading to the definition of executable mappings. 
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Background 

Ontological analysis of designs is a well-studied area. Chen et al. [6] in-

vestigate a knowledge-based framework for conceptual design. However, 

they focus primarily on feature-centric capabilities, limited to the data 

model level. We build on functional representation, and go beyond this by 

addressing aspects of key ontological notions required for automated rea-

soning. Gero et al. [7] extend their function-behaviour-structure ontology 

[8] to represent processes. The FBS ontology is a domain ontology focus-

ing on the interrelationships between function, behaviour and structure of 

artificial objects. While similar in aims to the work of Gero [7],[8], i.e., to 

model and represent artefacts/artificial objects and processes in our domain 

ontology, our approaches differ in that we combine the ontological princi-

ples of philosophical ontology by extending the foundational ontology, 

DOLCE, together with the advanced modelling notions from the software 

engineering domain. Welch et al. [9] focus primarily on two steps of the 

conceptual design aspect and break this phase down into two steps, the 

transformation of functional requirements to a behavioural description and 

matching of physical artefacts to this behaviour. Our ontological frame-

work captures behaviour through the use of roles as proposed in [10]. 

Kitamura et al. [11] developed an ontology of device function, however, 

the ontology does not explicitly cover the ontological representation of 

roles at the language level2. Their main focus is on managing expert 

knowledge for problem solution search. In contrast, we explicitly represent 

the notion of roles within our multilevel modelling framework improving 

its capacity to be used among different design tools, and our application 

focus is on the automated management, validation, and transformation of 

design knowledge. Compared to the expanded function modelling frame-

work of Kitamura and Mizoguchi [12], we attempt to capture the lifecycle 

implications resulting from the setting intended for ISO15926. 

Issues in practical use of ISO15926 

The goal of the “OGI Pilot” is to demonstrate digital handover from the 

design files produced by the CAD suites of participant companies (Bent-

ley, AVEVA, Intergraph - using ISO15926) to the IBM Integrated Infor-

mation Core (IIC) intended as the central O&M system, which is based on 

the MIMOSA/CCOM standard. An ISO Technical Specification is being 

worked on by ISO TC184/WG6 to provide guidelines for sharing design 

information between the standards. The design data used in the pilot, 

                                                      
2 Instead their ontology construction tool Hozo [18] has this aspect built-in. 
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though describing a fictitious plant, are actual engineering data produced 

by Worley-Parsons that will be used as a reference data set for testing data 

model compliance with the standards. The actual transformation is con-

ducted by defining a joint Meta-Model and using it to construct a mapping 

between the standards. 

The pilot’s demonstration design is that of a bitumen refinery and is pat-

terned after an ongoing real-world project. While the models are being ex-

tended to capture a whole refinery by 2016, the examples currently used in 

the pilot are based on a debutaniser tower, a specific major part of the plant 

that takes part in the fractionation process of the refinery. Figure 1 shows 

the initial conceptual sketch of the debutaniser developed at the outset of 

the project by a team of chemical engineers from four companies, and Fig-

ure 2 shows a visual representation of the current set of design data as a 

Process and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID). 

 

Fig. 1 Debutaniser Schematic Design 

The modelling choices that were made in developing the data model of 

ISO15926 provides a set of unique challenges for any organisation needing 

to map to this standard. In this section we focus on the challenges impact-

ing on the design modelling aspects. For example, ISO15926 provides no 

clear modelling guidelines, nor solid definitions, of the basic building 

blocks of the data model. This leads to multiple allowable representations 

of the same model, impeding interoperability. Moreover, it becomes more 

difficult to merge different aspects of a model and check whether or not 

they are compatible with one another. More importantly, the decision was 
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made to define the data model in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) 

which possesses no meta-modelling capability. This means that certain 

complex engineering constraints cannot be directly expressed [13] and that 

common situations in a design setting cannot be directly represented in the 

language. The first problem lies in the representation of type hierarchies. 

Most modern modelling languages, whether aimed at engineering 

(STEP/EXPRESS, SysML) or generic ontology modelling (OWL) work on 

the assumption that a class (or concept)
3 
is instantiated to produce individ-

ual instances, and the instantiation guarantees that the instance satisfies the 

properties defined in the class. The specialisation relationship relates a 

class A to a more specialised class (subclass) A’, generally implying that in-

stances of A’ are a subset of the instances of A. 

 

Fig. 2 Debutaniser Detailed Design 

An important difference is that while specialisation can be applied re-

peatedly to form complex hierarchies or lattices, instantiation is generally 

restricted to one level of application: from classes to instances. Assume the 

following example hierarchy: The class Pump is a subclass of Rotating 

Mechanical Equipment. Centrifugal Pump is a subclass of Pump. We are 

designing a new pump type called Series 2100 Pump. Our design consists 

of a complex set of parts and relationships modelled in our design system. 

It is therefore natural to consider Series 2100 Pump to be a particular In-

stance of Centrifugal Pump. For certain properties that the class Centrifu-

gal Pump or its superclasses possess (say, MaxRotationSpeed), Series 

                                                      
3 In this paper, we use these two terms interchangeably. 
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2100 Pump will provide a particular value. However, once Series 2100 

Pump goes into production, it is just as natural to consider the individual 

pumps installed in a plant as instances of the Series 2100 Pump type. Ex-

isting modelling and ontology languages do not support this double instan-

tiation. In practice (and this is the solution chosen in ISO15926), one of 

these levels is therefore expressed as a new relationship defined as part of 

the domain model. By doing this, the support provided in the language for 

creating and validating instance relationships is lost. 

ISO15926-2 employs domain model relationships which seemingly in-

troduce a limited means of representing multiple classification. For exam-

ple, Figure 3 shows the part/whole relationship between a pump and an 

impeller, in which we can see two types of Classification4 and three differ-

ent types of Composition relationships (one at each “level of classifica-

tion”) being used. Each of these is introduced by prefixing ‘class_of’5 one 

or more times to the relationship names. The elements in boxes are con-

cepts from the data model level, while those without are their instances at 

the model level. 

Combining these multiple levels in the same model leads to an explo-

sion of relationships that cannot be automatically validated. Important de-

sign-relevant constraints related to these classes cannot be validated or 

even formulated in a generic manner. The second key issue is the model-

ling concept referred to in ISO15926 as the “role” of a particular part in 

the design, which roughly corresponds to the function fulfilled by a partic-

ular component. (For example, “we use a pump of Series 2100 as a sump 

pump”). These “functional roles” are defined through the use of explicit 

Classification and Specialisation relationships. The use of Classification 

for an entity filling a role raises some ontological concerns in that it ex-

cludes the dependence on the context; with the fact that entity playing a 

role is only dependent on being Classified by the role. For example, a par-

ticular pump could be installed as a sump pump. If it is later removed and 

installed in a different function elsewhere, it should no longer be Classified 

by the sump pump role, but since this dependency is not explicitly mod-

elled in ISO 15962 it could continue to be falsely retained by the original 

Classification. 

                                                      
4 In the text, we use italic font for all ISO15926 classes. In contrast, names of 

model elements (concepts and relations) from our multilevel role-oriented ontolo-

gy are written in Calibri. 
5 81 of the 201 concepts comprising the data model are prefixed with either 

‘class_of’ or ‘class_of_class_of ’. 
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World-Views – 3D (Endurantism) vs 4D (Perdurantism) 

A conceptual model based on a 3D view of the world is fundamentally dif-

ferent to modelling in 4D. One of the most important distinctions is recog-

nising what constitutes identity of an object [14]. In the 3D view, consid-

ered more in-line with a commonsense understanding of the world, the 

three spatial dimensions are considered separately from time and objects 

are recognised as having identity. In contrast, a 4D view treats time as a 

fourth dimension with the identity of an object being its trajectory through 

space-time. Neither view has gained clear preference in the ontology litera-

ture. The 4D model makes understanding, modelling, and applying 

ISO15926 more complex; particularly when mapping 3D-based standards 

to it. Therefore, our target model is based on the 3D world view to facili-

tate alignment between the conceptual view and implementation structure. 

 

Fig. 3 EXPRESS Instance diagram relating an impeller to a pump 

Advanced Modelling Concepts 

In this section we introduce a number of advanced language concepts that 

can be used to overcome the issues previously described. 
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Multilevel Modelling 

Since UML’s adoption by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 1997, 

it has become the standard modelling language in Software Engineering 

and its derivate, SysML, in Systems Engineering. Although UML has 

shown significant value in many areas, a number of limitations have been 

identified over time. A key issue relates to the instantiation relationship 

which can only carry information concerning attributes and associations 

across a single level [2]: from classes to their instances. Therefore, the 

notion of equipment types (say, rotating equipment, of which a particular 

pump type would be an instance that would in turn be instantiated to create 

an individual pump), could not be captured while obeying the constraints 

of the UML framework.
6 

In order to represent the model in Figure 3 more 

effectively, we employ multilevel modelling principles, i.e., supporting 

more than one instantiation level. 

In this paper we have employed the multilevel approach of Atkinson et 

al. [15] which introduces two key notions. The first is the notion of a 

“clabject” [2])
 
a modelling element that combines the properties of a class 

(in that it can be subclassed and instantiated) and an instance (in that it is 

an instance of a higher level of clabject). The second notion introduced is 

that of potency [2] which represents how far down this level of influence 

extends past the first level of instantiation. (In UML, when a class is in-

stantiated, its attributes turn into slots and the class itself cannot influence 

further down the instantiation hierarchy.). Figure 4 illustrates the applica-

tion of multilevel modelling to the pump and impeller in the previous fig-

ure
7
. On this basis, multiple levels of instantiation can be built as desired. 

Each time a clabject is instantiated, potency is reduced until its value 

reaches 0. When this occurs, the relevant clabject is then the equivalent of 

an instance at the “normal” 2-level instance model level (e.g., representing 

an individual physical pump installed in the plant). By employing multi-

level modelling techniques we can omit the syntactical distinction used in 

the ISO15926-2 class_of prefix naming scheme and replace it by actual in-

stantiation. The model elements in the figures demonstrating our approach 

are all clabjects, and their level in the model is given by their potency val-

ues. Clabjects with potency 0 represent real-world objects, while clabjects 

with potency 1 represent those used for building the conceptual design 

models, and these levels can be selectively displayed in a tool. Multi-level 

modelling principles appear ideal for resolving the issues identified in Fig-

                                                      
6 Although superficially, UML appears to provide multiple levels, they cannot 

be used for domain modelling. Cf. [3] for further detail. 
7 Potency is shown as a superscript next to the element name 
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ure 3 for several reasons: (1) the modelling of physical systems often uti-

lises the “Type-Object” pattern [15], e.g., models of assets include both the 

object itself and its type; (2) the formalisation of modelling levels allows 

for the simplification of terminology, i.e., no need for the ’class of’ prefix-

es; (3) many aspects that need to be modelled explicitly in ISO15926 be-

come implicit or inherited according to the semantics of the multilevel 

modelling approach; and (4) the usage of the data model becomes clearer 

as interactions between elements on different layers become more evident. 

 

Fig. 4 Multilevel representation of pump and impeller 

Roles 

The ontological concept of role can be described as representing “an entity 

that is played by another entity in a context” [16]. This rather abstract 

pattern covers a wide sweep of real-world scenarios, usually involving a 

social context or an agent attempting to achieve a goal. When modelling a 

social context, a typical role example is student: we say that another entity, 

e.g. person, can play the role of a student in the context of some learning 

institution. In the design context, the typical role relationship is based on 

the concept of function: a particular pump is used as the sump pump in an 

engineering plant, a particular type of switch as the power button, etc. A 

number of theories of roles have been proposed, [10; 14; 17; 18; 19]. 

While no universally accepted formalisation has emerged, there is general 

agreement upon a common set of fundamental characteristics [10]. Roles 

are anti-rigid, i.e. a role is non-essential to all its instances - an entity could 

go through its lifecycle without ever ending up in that role. Roles are ex-
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ternally founded, i.e. roles require external concepts to define them and 

they are dynamic, i.e. entities can stop and start playing one or more roles. 

The last condition is central in the design context - it means that roles, as a 

modelling construct, are perfectly suited to represent the notion of using a 

particular part to achieve a particular function. 

Within ISO15926, the concept of a role is generally used as a shortcut 

for device function. For example, a particular gas turbine can play the role 

of ‘auxiliary gas turbine’ in a particular plant design. While this is a rela-

tively shallow model compared to the detailed analysis conducted in work 

such as [12], roles have been used in this form before [16], and it is easy to 

see how a particular device lifecycle would satisfy the three properties 

above. Our specific contribution is to combine the role concept with the 

multilevel modelling concept for a more effective and simple function rep-

resentation at the level provided by ISO15926 that also permits a more ef-

fective validation of design relationships. 

We follow the formalisation of Relational Roles presented by Mizogu-

chi et al. [10] and use the following terms to describe the different aspects 

of roles: The Role Concept is analogous to Role in ISO15926: it describes 

the type of role that is to be performed. In the design context, this naturally 

expresses the intended function of a part (e.g. Fractionator, Pump, etc.). A 

Role Holder represents the fact that a Role Player has stepped into the role 

defined by the Role Concept. In modelling terms, it means we reify the 

role concept and the role player as a dedicated new entity which we call 

RoleHolder. The Context is the situation that the role concept is dependent 

on, while the Player Concept represents the class of objects that can be-

come Role Players
8
. Figure 5 shows a Debutaniser playing the Fractionat-

ing Role in the operation of a plant (in the real-world) and the class of deb-

utanisers selected as the potential player of the Fractionating Role in the 

process design. In the following sections we demonstrate the benefits of 

employing a solid ontological notion of roles in both the conceptual and 

detailed design phases. 

Design Support: Process and Plant Design 

This section compares and contrasts the modelling of process and plant de-

sign between ISO15926 and our framework. A simplified block flow dia-

gram of the debutanising process introduced in the Background section is 

                                                      
8 For simplicity we slightly deviate from the naming conventions in [17] 
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shown in Figure 6. We apply the notion of roles, multilevel modelling and 

a 3D world-view to address the issues outlined earlier in the paper. 

 

Fig. 5 Relational Roles [14] 

Modelling Participation of Streams with Activities 

A common modelling activity in conceptual design is the representation of 

the processes between streams and the activities they are involved in (e.g. 

pumping, distillation, etc). In Design Engineering terms, this is a subjec-

tive process as the model represents the implicit intentions of the modeller 

[20]. 

The term stream here is used according to its definition in ISO15926, 

where streams are physical objects whose identity
 
is determined by conti-

nuity of flow path. This is a different concept from the notion of a system’s 

functional flow in function modelling. A stream can be modelled as either 

an abstract functional object at the class level (e.g. Functional location in a 

process design) or as a physical object at the instance level. 

Conceptual Design – Modelling Activities 

During the design phase, ISO15926 deals with classes of ‘things’ (such as 

activities, streams, pumps etc.) and so introduces a ClassOfActivity model 

element. The relevance of the prefix ClassOf is to indicate that it is refer-

ring to activities at the design level as opposed to its concept Activity, 

which is used to model particular occurrences of activities at the instance 

level. An example of confusing terminology is provided by the ISO15926 

definition for ClassOfActivity given as follows: A class_of_activity is a 

class_of_arranged_individual whose members are instances of activity 

[21]. This definition is problematic from a modelling perspective as it de-
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fines the concept based on two similar relations: membership and instan-

tiation. The reference to membership in ISO15926 refers to those objects 

that are explicitly linked via the Classification relationship, while instan-

tiation refers to the ‘instantiation’ of an element from the data model. This 

definition (which is typical of the ‘class of’ concepts in ISO15926) is actu-

ally defining the type based on the type of objects it is allowed to instanti-

ate. As ISO15926 is based on a 4D world-view, a temporal relation Clas-

sOfTemporalWholePart is required to indicate that only a temporal part of 

the ClassOfActivity is being modelled. 

 

Fig. 6 Block Flow Diagram – Simple Process Design 

The temporal part represents a specific ‘revision’ of the activity in the 

process. Figure 7 illustrates the process design model in terms of 

ISO15926. It includes two instances of the reified relationship Clas-

sOfParticipation that relates the (allowed) types of participants to the 

ClassOfActivity; these are used later to link the stream being processed by 

and the performer of the activity
9
. In contrast to the process design model 

in ISO15926, we instantiate Activity and Activity Proposition (see Figure 

8). These concepts have potency and level values of one, indicating that 

they are at the design (class) level of the model and that they can be instan-

tiated once to the real-world (instance) level. 

The Activity element represents the concept of the activity in the process 

while the Activity Proposition represents the specification of the activity 

that the instances of the activity should realise or conform to. This shows 

that the activity has been designed as opposed to other activities or occur-

rences that are not. Since our approach uses a 3D world-view, rather than 

requiring a temporal part to represent the revision of the specification, all 

                                                      
9 Note that the double-diamonds indicate relationships at the design (class) level. 
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of the relationships (e.g. hasSpecification, hasParticipant), are associated 

with a time index to indicate when the relationship holds. This simplifies 

the change process in design and reduces model complexity. 

 

Fig. 7 ISO15926 – Modelling an ‘Activity’ 

 

Fig. 8 Our framework – Modelling an ‘Activity’ 

Constraining the Performer Role to a Fractionating Function 

Prior to discussing the modelling of functions, it is important to clarify our 

treatment of functions in this paper. For the purposes of our paper we ad-

here to the definition as given in Kitamura et al. [11] which makes use of 

the widely accepted definition that the function of artefacts are distinctly 

related to the intentions of the designer. A shared commitment to a defini-

tion of function enables the addition of semantic constraints for functional 

knowledge that supports validation of models to ensure it complies to the 

agreed conceptualisation [11]. Moreover it supports re-use of designs due 

to the shared commitment of the term function whereas previously, defini-

tions of function had been adhoc resulting in functional models whose se-

mantics were not sufficiently aligned to support reuse. 

Kitamura et al. in [22] distinguish between what they term ‘actual func-

tion’ which is aligned with the engineering domain in that “a function is 

directly related to a process performed by an artefact when the artefact is 

used.” Addressing the philosophical definition of function, the authors re-
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fer to the term ‘capacity function’ that describes the possible functions 

based on the set of properties belonging to the artefact. 

To model the “Fractionating Function” (as the performer of the activity) 

and the ‘required stream’ (as the stream undergoing fractionation), 

ISO15926 uses two classes, ClassOfFunctionalObject to represent the 

“Fractionating Function” and ClassOfArrangedIndividual to represent the 

“stream”. The class ClassOfArrangedIndividual represents classes of ob-

jects that are arrangements of components [21], while a ClassOfFunction-

alObject represents classes of objects whose identity is defined by their 

continuity of function. Classifying engineering artefacts (e.g. the pumper 

in a process) as functional objects allows the standard to maintain the des-

ignation in a model even when the allocated pump has been replaced as the 

‘function’ of pumping has not changed
10

. 

 

Fig. 9 Conceptual design using ISO15926 –Function with Role restriction 

Modelling the association between the “Performer” role and the allowa-

ble types (the “Fractionating Function” in this example) that can play the 

role requires a RoleAndDomain to specialise the role and the allowed type 

through the two relationships SpecialisationByRole and Specialisation-

ByDomain, respectively. Specifically, the RoleAndDomain is a Participat-

ingRoleAndDomain, which is simply a RoleAndDomain that can partici-

pate in an (ClassOf)Activity (see Figure 9). The ParticipatingRole-

AndDomain is then associated with the activity that it is a participant 

through the ClassOfParticipation relationship discussed above. In this sit-

uation the activity is the context of the role; however, the ISO15926 model 

does not make this explicit. Figure 10 represents the Performer role and 

the Fractionating Function using our approach. As we represent functions 

as roles in our approach, the model contains nested roles, where the role-

holder for the type of object filling the Fractionating Function role (con-

                                                      
10 Modelling the physical artefact fulfilling a function is out of the scope of this 

paper. 
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cept) is the potential player of the Performer role
11

. This nesting can con-

tinue, for example, with the role holder for the functional place in the plant 

design as the potential player of the Fractionating Function. This results in 

a more compact representation of the roles and functions. In addition, our 

approach allows the actual restriction of the Performer role to Players that 

can fulfil the Fractionating Function, whereas the ISO15926 model only 

states that if something fills the “Performer” role of the activity, it has the 

“Fractionating Function”, regardless of whether or not it can actually per-

form that function. 

 

Fig. 10 Conceptual design using roles – Function with Role restriction 

Modelling Fractionating Function, Stream and Activity 

The complete example of the ClassOfActivity, both its participant roles, 

and the mapping between the model of ISO15926 and our approach is 

shown in Figure 11. To help illustrate the mapping between the ISO15926 

model to our domain ontology, the areas outlined in red show the key parts 

of the translation. Parts ‘A’ and ‘C’ in Figure 11) uses the fact that 

ISO15926 restricts the possible ends of a ClassOfParticipation relation-

ship such that the classOfPart relation must be a ParticipatingRole-

AndDomain which ISO15926 uses to specify a Role and a Domain, i.e. the 

ClassOfFunctionalObject. Referring to the area marked ‘A’ in Figure 11 

we can generate an instance of a Role Holder where the Role Concept is 

equal to “Performer”, the Role Player is the ‘Fractionating Function’, and 

the context is provided by the ClassOfActivity indicated in the area marked 

‘B’. 

Detailed Plant Design 

In this section we demonstrate the detailed design aspect which links the 

conceptual process design of Figure 11 to a plant design. A summary of 

                                                      
11 Context is not shown in this figure 
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the plant design model is shown in Figure 12. Part ‘B’ of Figure 12 shows 

how ISO15926 models the fact that a particular revision of Plant Design 

Tag CO F43 (a functional place in the design of the plant intended for the 

debutaniser) meets the requirements of the process design. This is 

modelled in ISO15926 by specialising the ClassOfParticipation (shown in 

grey) to another ParticipatingRoleAndDomain constrained by a 

SpecialisationByDomain relationship to the particular revision (Plant 

Design Tag CO F43-rev.2) defined through the temporal relation 

ClassOfTemporalWholePart. This constraint is used to state that the 

particular revision of the plant design meets the requirements of the (par 

ticular revision of the) process design (for that function place). However, 

there is nothing in the model to actually enforce it. The user may have 

defined some of the plant design incorrectly so that it does not actually 

meet the requirements at all. Recall that in Figure 11, the potential player 

of the “Fractionating Function” was left unspecified. 

 

Fig. 11 Process model w. mappings between ISO15926 and domain ontology 

In Figure 12 we are now able to expand the role-holder specifying the 

role concept to be the Plant design Tag F43. Since the plant design is the 

specification of a function place in the design (indicated by the specialisa-

tion of the “Fractionating Function” in the ISO15926 model), the Plant De-
sign Tag F43 is modelled as a (functional) role in our approach in the same 

way as the Fractionating Function itself. As we are not including the mod-
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elling of the artefact that will actually perform the function in this part of 

the plant design, the potential player of this role is left unspecified. 

Furthermore, rather than the specialisation of the “Fractionating Func-

tion” used in ISO15926, we use the role holder (C in Figure 12) produced 

by the composition of the (unspecified) artefact playing the role of the 

Plant Design Tag F43 as the potential player of the Fractionating Function 
role. In terms of mapping between ISO15926 and our domain ontology, 

the Specialisation relationship used to specialise the ClassOfArrangedIndi- 

  

Fig. 12 Plant model with mappings betw. ISO15926 and domain ontology 

vidual “Ur Plant Design Tag CO F43” (A in Figure 12) is mapped to the 

expansion of the unspecified player in Figure 11 playing the Fractionating 
Function. As this was a role-holder itself, we can now assign to the role 

concept Plant Design Tag F43 an unspecified player of the role. To map the 

participation of the Plant Design Tag F43 rev. 2 in the activity we create a 
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relationship between the role-holder (C in Figure 12) and the instance of a 

Specification that represents the Plant Design Tag F43 rev. 2. 

Validating Models 

One of the challenges with ISO15926 is that there does not appear to be 

a way to model certain constraints placed on classes at the design level in 

ISO15926 that instances of these classes can validate against. For example, 

assume we wish to add a constraint to the design class representing the 

“Fractionating Function” in Figure 13 to the effect that any object 

performing the “Fractionating Function” must not draw more than a 

certain current, then there is no way to validate this against the actual 

debutaniser performing the “Fractionating Function” in ISO15926. 

 

Fig. 13 ISO15926 unable to check if actual instance of pump is consistent con-

straints placed on its design class 

However, using our framework we are able to support such validation 

using the notion of roles and multilevel modelling. By using potency for 

classes, relationships and attributes (of classes), constraints placed at the 

design level can be checked down through to the actual instantiation of a 

physical pump performing the Fractionating Function (cf. Figure 14). 
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Fig. 14 Inheritance through potency of attributes 

Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have investigated the use of advanced modelling tech-

niques from software engineering and formal ontology research to provide 

a powerful modelling approach that captures fundamental design relation-

ships expressed in the highly generic data model of ISO15926-2. We have 

outlined a number of issues that make the data model challenging to use, 

focusing on the conceptual and detailed design aspects. We illustrated how 

our framework, through the application of ontology engineering principles, 

explicit dynamic role relationships and multilevel modelling techniques, is 

able to provide a more succinct and intelligible model that permits reason-

ing and semantic validation of constraints. Work on the formalisation of 

the mappings between our domain ontology and that of ISO15926 along 

the lines of [22] is currently ongoing within the scope of the OGI Pilot [4]. 

Furthermore, while we have provided some comparisons between the 3D 

and 4D modelling approaches, we are working on a formal basis that per-

mits capturing the scope of the latter in a 3D framework, thus enabling a 

principled approach to processing ISO15926 data whose modellers have so 

far had to sidestep the issue at implementation level. 
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